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Introduction 

With the upcoming 2022 Winter Olympics in China the team at Internet 2.0 saw the need to publish case 

studies demonstrating the sophisticated and broad surveillance culture that exists in China. All Chinese 

companies are compelled to follow the national security legislation while operating in China. All athletes and 

visitors to China for the Olympics will be exposed to such laws and surveillance culture. In this paper we show 

how these laws manifest in terms of surveillance of mobile phones through mobile applications and internet 

browsers through desktop software. Part 1 is an analysis of the QI-ANXIN VPN. Part 2 is an analysis of the 

Kingsoft’s anti-virus and WPS Office software. We must state that this is not a criticism or endorsement of QI-

ANXIN and Kingsoft. Internet 2.0 does not allege inappropriate conduct by QI-ANXIN or Kingsoft, rather we 

see it as case studies to understand exactly how the Chinese Communist Party imposes its national security 

legislation and its implementation in the commercial market from a technical standpoint. 

 

Part 1 QI-ANXIN  

Executive Summary 

Part 1 is a technical analysis of QI-ANXIN Technology Group Inc’s (QI-ANXIN) Virtual Private Network (VPN) 

software product. QI-ANXIN is an official sponsor to the Beijing 2022 Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games, 

see Figure 1.1 The analysis is based on QI-ANXIN’s publicly available Winter Olympics mobile protection 

software, as described on their website.2  The Internet 2.0 intelligence team analyzed the VPN and discovered 

a significant amount of user data being collected by the software.  

In our opinion QI-ANXIN’s VPN provides a limited degree of privacy and security to its users, this assessment 

is based on the device and network data collected by the software. We recommend that visitors and athletes 

travelling to the 2022 Winter Olympics in China are aware of the risks in taking and using personal devices 

during the event, particularly that China’s national data security laws are not designed with western values of 

privacy and liberty and do not offer the same level of protections. This is true for all digital communications 

in China and not just while using VPN software.  

 

 
1 https://en.qianxin.com/news/detail/205 
2 https://fanghu.qianxin.com/web/index/index.html 
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To mitigate the risk of sensitive information and personal data being collected on personal phones 

during the 2022 Beijing Winter Olympics, we recommend: 

 

 

 

 

 

QI-ANXIN produces a VPN that is capable of being hosted on Windows, Mac, Linux operating systems, and 

Apple or Android phones. The QI-ANXIN VPN harvests all available network information on Apple and Android 

phones, including SIM, MAC Addresses, IMEI, IMSI, Operating Systems information and telephone network 

information. The VPN software also collects previous network interface information on the device.  

Equipped with current and historical device information available to the VPN provider, it is possible to easily 

identify the user with limited privacy. The VPN’s software design has facilitated all the required information 

on the user’s device information and historical network information, which could be provided to Chinese 

authorities, if requested, under the country’s national security laws. Hypothetically, if this information was 

also combined with telecommunications metadata records, it would be possible to correlate both 

telecommunications metadata and the information provided by the VPN software to gain a complete picture 

of the users’ internet usage history, network history and location history. We note that the network 

architecture crossover for the VPN between Legendsec, QI-ANXIN and 360.net is an integrated network 

design, which can be seen in the VPN Log file uploads between Android and IOS mobile applications. This is 

problematic, as Qihoo 360 (with the same branding as 360.net) was placed on the Entities list for the 

Department of Commerce and is considered a separate company to QI-ANXIN.3 

 
3 https://2017-2021.commerce.gov/news/press-releases/2020/05/commerce-department-add-two-dozen-chinese-

companies-ties-wmd-and.html 

Athletes and visitors to the games buy and take a new phone with them to use only while 

inside China. This will protect their sim information of their devices that they use in their 

home country. 

Not using this device or account upon leaving China again as these details are likely collected 

and stored. Using this device outside of China poses the same risk as taking your personal 

devices and accounts into China. 

Creating a new email address and browser account and using these on the ‘burner’ Phone. 

This mitigates the risk of cloud accounts such as google, apple or internet browsers 

connecting all your personal information with this new and isolated ‘burner’ phone. 
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Who is QI-ANXIN? 

QI-ANXIN is one of largest cyber security companies in the China domestic market. QI-ANXIN markets itself as 

the cybersecurity provider of choice for 90 percent of the central government, state-owned enterprises, and 

major banks.4 QI-ANXIN also advertises branded subsidiaries on its website, key of which is  网神 ‘Net God’ 

(domain name is legendsec.com), the primary operator of the VPN according to our metadata analysis. We 

note that QI-ANXIN is one of the key companies that operates and is heavily invested in China’s National 

Cybersecurity Centre according to Dakota Cary writing for CSET at Georgetown. China’s National 

Cybersecurity Centre serves the Chinese Communist Party’s strategic interests and supports the People’s 

Liberation Army (PLA) Strategic Support Force’s hacking teams.5 Qi Xiangdong is QI-ANXIN’s major 

shareholder. Qi Xiangdong is also a major shareholder, and president and co-founder, of 360 Enterprise 

Security Technology (Beijing) Group Co. Ltd.6  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
4 https://en.qianxin.com/news/detail/205 
5 https://cset.georgetown.edu/wp-content/uploads/CSET-Chinas-National-Cybersecurity-Center.pdf 
6 https://www.bloomberg.com/profile/person/6035447 

Figure 1: QI-ANXIN logo. 

https://www.legendsec.com/
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Figure 2: Qi Xiandong’s shareholding in QI-ANXIN and 360 Enterprise Security Technology (Beijing) Group Co., Ltd. As at 3 January 2022. 
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Multiple open-source reporting suggests that in May 2019 Qi Xiangdong separated his segment of the 

business from Qihoo 360 and Zhou Hongyi’s. 360 Enterprise Security Technology (Beijing) Group Co. Ltd, 

which is owned by Qi Xiangdong, was now primarily operating under the name of QI-ANXIN.7 This was hard to 

verify as we documented over 61 member companies in the QI-ANXIN Group and 13 member companies in 

the Qihoo 360 Group, not including 360 Enterprise Security Technology (Beijing) Group Co. Ltd. We could not 

verify if this is the complete operating structure and saw the complex overlapping company structure, 

website and branding between QI-ANXIN /360 Enterprise Security Technology (Beijing) Group and the Qihoo 

360 Group as confusing to any retail investor. This does raise interesting questions for the United States 

Government concerning their policy towards close or previous associated entities  of US Government 

sanctioned entities. 

Qihoo 360 says they offer internet and mobile security products and services to over 400 million internet 

users.8 We note that Qihoo 360 is recorded as participating in PLA cyber operations through training,9 and 

was placed on the Entities list by the US Department of Commerce.10 

It is important to note that the major shareholder Qi Xiangdong, as seen in Figure  2 above, is the primary 

shareholder in 360 Enterprise Security Technology (Beijing) Group Co. Ltd and not the higher Qihoo 360 

entity.  The operating agreement and split between Qihoo 360 and 360 Enterprise Security Technology 

(Beijing) Group Co. Ltd is not clear. They still share the same branding on their websites between 360.net and 

360.cn and when Qihoo 360 is advertised on western sites such as Bloomberg Qi Xiangdong is included in the 

Qihoo 360 Group.11 360.net was registered in China as being connected in website to 360.cn, the filing date 

was 04 Aug 2020.12 On balance we assess they are still related entities.  

 

 

 

 
7https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E5%A5%87%E5%AE%89%E4%BF%A1%E7%A7%91%E6%8A%80%E9%9B%86%E5%9B%A2%E8%
82%A1%E4%BB%BD%E6%9C%89%E9%99%90%E5%85%AC%E5%8F%B8/23546207#reference-[11]-24068412-wrap 
8 http://www.360.cn/about/englishversion.html 
9 https://cset.georgetown.edu/wp-content/uploads/CSET-Chinas-National-Cybersecurity-Center.pdf 
10 https://2017-2021.commerce.gov/news/press-releases/2020/05/commerce-department-add-two-dozen-chinese-

companies-ties-wmd-and.html 
11 https://www.bloomberg.com/profile/company/QIHOZ:CH 
12 http://www.beian.gov.cn/portal/registerSystemInfo 
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QI-ANXIN Apple IOS VPN  

The VPN applications for both Android and Apple are similar and the Apple version collects all network 

information that Android collects. While analysing the source code we noted that the Apple IOS VPN software 

allows access to the camera and photo library as standard permissions. These third-party application 

permissions for the camera and photo library are not functional for the use of VPN software. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Figure 3: IOS VPN Camera and Photo permissions. 
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Both IOS and Android software upload log files back to the VPN Provider. One major difference in this process 

was the Apple IOS software uploaded the log file to a QI-ANXIN domain and the Android software uploaded 

the log file to a 360.net domain running the Qihoo 360 branding. This is important to note as they are 

marketed as separate companies but have overlapping networks. 360 Enterprise Security Technology 

(Beijing) Group Co., Ltd would be considered a related entity as the major shareholder of both QI-ANXIN and 

360 Enterprise Security Technology (Beijing) Group Co., Ltd is Qi Xiangdong. Figure 4 is a diagram separating 

the difference in log file uploads for the QI-ANXIN VPN across the available platforms.  

 

 

 

Figure 5 is the source code for the Apple IOS VPN showing the exact line of code where the log file is 

uploaded. As seen below the VPN log is uploaded to qianxin.com through port 8443.   

 

 

 
Figure 5: Example of Apple IOS Log file upload. 

Figure 4:  Log File Upload Diagram. 
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Figure 6 below is the source code for the Android VPN showing the exact line of code where the log file is 

uploaded. As can be seen the Android VPN log is uploaded to 360.net through port 8443.  360.net is running a 

360 Government and Enterprise Security Group webpage using the same logo branding depicted in Figure 1 

and is also the same logo for Qihoo 360.  According to Internet Whois registrant records 360.net is owned by 

Sun CHANG XIN of BeiJing Qi AnXin KeJi Co.,Ltd, address ChaoYangQu JiuXianQiao Lu 6 Hao Yuan 2 Hao Lou 

Beijing China. POC: its@360.net +86.1052448735. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Example of Android Log file upload.  
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QI-ANXIN Android VPN 

The following data are only specific to the Android version of the VPN software provided by QI-ANXIN. As seen 

below in Figure 7, this VPN is grabbing a significant amount of information off this phone, including screen 

height and width, as well as Bluetooth MAC addresses.  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7: Android VPN device information gathering. 
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Figure 8 below is an example of the source code where the software records all network information on all 

previously connected network interfaces. For example, if you have three network interfaces on your phone 

that your phone has connected to, the above for-loop will run three times to gather each interface IMSI, and 

carrier information. This is not a functional process as previous network information is not standard or 

needed for a VPN to work. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Android VPN information gathering previous network connections. 
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The VPN absorbs even more information into its system by grabbing as much information on the hosting 

device as possible, including, but not limited to, IMEI, system software version, phone number, network 

information (provider, country, etc.), SIM information, seen in red in Figure 9. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is important to compare two VPNs from different distributors to show that this level of data collection from 

QI-ANXIN VPN is not normal for a VPN. We used ProtonVPN as the secondary VPN for comparison due to its 

reputation in the market as a privacy first VPN based in Switzerland, which is underpinned by Switzerland’s 

robust privacy and data laws.13 Figures 10 and 11 (on the next page) compare the software’s commands 

depicting the difference in data collected between the two VPNs. QI-ANXIN collects a lot more data that is 

personal to the user than Proton VPN does.  

 

 

 

13 https://www.dataguidance.com/notes/switzerland-data-protection-overview  

 

Figure 9: Android VPN information gathering network connections. 
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Figure 10: Comparison of Application Programming Interface calls between ProtonVPN and QI-ANXIN VPN 

Figure 11: Comparison of Anti-Virtual Machine and Anti-Debug between ProtonVPN and QI-ANXIN VPN. 
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Part 2 KINGSOFT 

Executive Summary 

Part 2 is a technical analysis of Beijing Kingsoft Office Software Co., Ltd’s (Kingsoft) anti-virus software 

product. Kingsoft through the “WPS Office” suite of software is an Official Supplier to the Beijing 2022 

Olympic and Paralympic Winter Games.14 This analysis is based on Kingsoft’s publicly available anti-virus 

software product. On 5 January 2021 the Whitehouse released Executive Order 13873 effectively banning the 

use of or transaction with WPS Office.15 As seen in Figure 12 “WPS Office” is a product of the company Beijing 

Kingsoft Software Co. Ltd which runs the Office software. The “WPS Office” suite is a pillar of the software 

company Kingsoft. 

The Internet 2.0 intelligence team found the anti-virus installer file flagged as potentially containing 

malicious behaviours or properties. The installer also runs a file that potentially accesses data from internet 

browsers that are also running on the user’s desktop computer. This file potentially copies all browser 

cookies as well as personal information and credentials. In our opinion the use of this anti-virus carries risk 

on use as the software provider could attain access to the internet usage history of the user. In the Android 

version of the Office suite the team found data collection and upload functions from iciba.com to 

Kingsoft.com which included GPS location, MAC address, installed applications, the phone number and sim 

information of the device, operating system information and other features including screenshots and 

clipboard access. 

Who is Kingsoft? 

Kingsoft also known as Beijing Kingsoft Software Co Ltd or Zuhai Jinshan Software Co Ltd is a Chinese 

Technology company that has four main business lines according to their website.16 These are Cheetah 

Mobile, Xishanju (entertainment and online games), Kingsoft Cloud and WPS Office Software. See figure 12 

for a company structure overview. 邹涛 (Zou Tao) is the executive director and CEO for the conglomerate. He 

is also the listed legal representative or company director on all company branches. In total we found 52 

entities that Zou Tao is either the legal representative or a director for. Zou Tao is the primary connecting 

figure that would make all these companies to be probably considered as related entities. 

 
14 https://www.beijing2022.cn/a/20200630/011345.htm 
15 https://trumpwhitehouse.archives.gov/presidential-actions/executive-order-addressing-threat-posed-applications-software-
developed-controlled-chinese-companies/ 
16 https://www.baike.com/wikiid/4264469297351337403?from=wiki_content&prd=innerlink&view_id=5olg7tk4bm4000 
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 Figure 12: Kingsoft company structure. 
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Kingsoft Anti-virus 

For thoroughness the antivirus software was copyrighted 1998-2010 Kingsoft Corporation and signed by the 

Zhuhai Kingsoft Office Software Co. Ltd. For Kingsoft antivirus creator the names Kingsoft and Jinshan are 

interchangeable as seen on Figure 12. The software has multiple http connections to kingsoftsecurity.com 

and info.duba.net both domains associated with Beijing Kingsoft Security Software Co., Ltd.17  When the 

software installer is downloaded the file has multiple different names as seen on VirusTotal. The antivirus 

installer is named “kingsoft-free-antivirus-*.*.*.*.exe”. These names are seen in Figure 13 below.18 On 

analysis there are a total of 2,809 files that come compiled inside of the installer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Importantly, according to VirusTotal, the installer is detected by multiple Sigma rules as being CoViper 

malware, autorun keys modifications, code integrity check failure, port sweeping, as well as being detected 

by a Yara rule as having a Ursnif3 payload embedded inside of one of the packed files. It is also detected by 

two antivirus software as a “Trojan” and “Malware”.19 This is seen in Figure 14. VirusTotal is a community 

driven security platform that allows security professionals and companies to input flags for malicious files, IP 

addresses and websites. As it is a community driven platform, we cannot assess the veracity of these 

malicious flags for the installer by the members. However, as named and referenced researchers of the 

VirusTotal community have placed flags and their names to these citations, we would flag that multiple 

professionals have flagged the file as having malicious behaviours or properties and that this is definitely an 

indicator of probable risk on use. 

 
17 https://www.virustotal.com/gui/file/6080728583494c7d09ff91ede4cb5b3dcc0c56b82e043646ee6c25fc08cfc2a8/behavior 
https://www.virustotal.com/gui/file/6080728583494c7d09ff91ede4cb5b3dcc0c56b82e043646ee6c25fc08cfc2a8/behavior 
18 https://www.virustotal.com/gui/file/6080728583494c7d09ff91ede4cb5b3dcc0c56b82e043646ee6c25fc08cfc2a8/details 
19 https://www.virustotal.com/gui/file/6080728583494c7d09ff91ede4cb5b3dcc0c56b82e043646ee6c25fc08cfc2a8 

Figure 13: Kingsoft installer file names 
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As the installer runs, we found a file that we saw risk with. This was kcookie.bin.exe. This file was 245 KB in 

size and comes with the installer. See Figure 15. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Kingsoft installer detection from virustotal. 

Figure 15: Kingsoft installer files 

from virustotal. 
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As we ran the executable file through an online sandbox (any.app.run) it flagged as a 75 per cent risk, as it 

appears to access personal information and takes credentials and cookies from the internet browser that the 

user is running. There is also a command line argument in the source code that states “getandsendcookies”. 

See Figure 16 for a detailed view of the file from the sandbox.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 16: kcookie.exe taken from the Kingsoft AV installer detected on the sandbox. 
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As the installation continued it appeared that “kcookie.exe” is responsible for accessing the internet 

browsers information, as you can see in the following image “kcookie.exe” takes cookies out of the Firefox 

browsers SQLite file. See Figure 17 for this command. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17: kcookie.exe source code. 
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WPS Office  

The WPS Office software was copyrighted 2021 Kingsoft Corporation which is run by Beijing Kingsoft Office 

Software Co., Ltd as seen in figure 12. The WPS Office software comes in four major packages which are very 

similar and is compatible with the Microsoft Office Software. The software is marketed as being free to 

download. The packages are titles Writer, Presentation, Spreadsheet and PDF files. The packages are usable 

across all major platforms including Windows, Mac, Android, IOS and Linux. They also have a cloud platform 

and templates store.20 For the purpose of this analysis we will only refer to information pertaining to the 

android version of the software package. 

In our analysis of the android version of the software we found several items that in our opinion can be used 

for data gathering purposes. The software gathers nearly all information about the current system it is on 

such as: GPS location, MAC address, installed applications, the phone number of the device, operating 

system information and taking screenshots (it is worth mentioning that these screenshots may be used to 

provided previews for files). It also takes information on device details and network and sim information. As 

seen in figures 18 to 22 below. We did note that a lot of the features including access to clipboard probably 

enhance the compatibility and user experience of the software. We also noted that the software has multiple 

http connections to upload its user information back to iciba.com which links back to kingsoft.com and that 

this information probably comes under Chinese Government jurisdiction. This upload function can be seen in 

figures 23 and 24. 

From a risk perspective we would state that gathering network connection information like sim data and 

location data in unnecessary collection for the function of office software. Complete access to clipboard, 

camera access and device details would be needed for functional use but the broad scope of the data 

collection shown is an example of the surveillance culture which imposed by the Chinese Government 

national security legislation. From a risk perspective users should be aware that this data is able to be 

processed and sent back via network connections to Kingsoft.com which would place the data under Chinese 

Government jurisdiction. 

  

 
20 https://www.wps.com/ 
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Figure 18:  WPS Office Android software gathering information in preparation of sending out to other networks 

Figure 19:  WPS Office Android software obtaining user ID, Device ID and Device name. 
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Figure 20:  WPS Office Android software gathering device height and width dimensions. 

Figure 21:  WPS Office Android software gathering device sim information  
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Figure 22:  WPS Office Android software gathering location data  
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Figure 23:  WPS Office Android software uploading information to iciba.com  
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Figure 24:  WPS Office Android software uploading information to iciba.com which links back to kingsoft.com data from virustotal.com 
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Key Terms used in report  

Anti-Virtual 

Machine 
(anti-VM) and 

Anti-Debug 

Anti-virtual machine (Anti-VM) and Anti-debugging techniques thwart 

attempts at malware analysis. With these techniques, the malware 
attempts to detect whether it is being run inside a virtual machine. If a 

virtual machine is detected, it can act differently or simply not run.21 

Application 
Programming 

Interface 

(API) 

API is a software intermediary that allows two applications to talk to each 
other. Each time you use an app like Facebook, send an instant message, 

or check the weather on your phone, you’re using an API.22 

IMEI The International Mobile Equipment Identity (IMEI) is a number, usually 

unique to identify mobile phones, as well as some satellite phones.23 

IMSI An International Mobile Subscriber Identity (IMSI) is a 15-digit number for 
every user in a Global System for Mobile communication (GSM). The IMSI is 

used by Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) and is an important part of the 

Subscriber Identity Module (SIM) profile.24 

MAC 
Addresses 

Every device connected on a network has a Media Access Control (MAC) 
address, that uniquely identifies it. The MAC address is a 12-digit 

hexadecimal number that is most often displayed with a colon or hyphen 
separating every two digits (an octet), making it easier to read.25 

Malware Malware (malicious software) is a file or code, typically delivered over a 
network, that infects, explores, steals or conducts virtually any behavior 

an attacker wants.  

SIM A SIM card, or subscriber identity module, is a small card in your cellphone 

that connects you to the network. A SIM card contains a phone number, 
and lets you make phone calls, send text messages, and more. 

Trojan A type of malware that downloads onto a computer disguised as a 

legitimate program. 

Virtual 

Private 

Network 

(VPN) 

A virtual private network, or VPN, is an encrypted connection over the 

Internet from a device to a network. The encrypted connection helps 

ensure that sensitive data is safely transmitted.26 

 
21 https://www.oreilly.com/library/view/practical-malware-analysis/9781593272906/ch18.html 
22 https://www.mulesoft.com/resources/api/what-is-an-api 
23 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Mobile_Equipment_Identity#cite_note-3gppspec-1 
24 https://www.simoniot.com/what-is-an-imsi/ 
25 https://slts.osu.edu/articles/whats-a-mac-address-and-how-do-i-find-it/ 
26 https://www.cisco.com/c/en_au/products/security/vpn-endpoint-security-clients/what-is-vpn.html 
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